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The Context
-

Three years ago, at NCSSS Seattle, I presented on a
new class, Digital Literary Studies.
If that talk was “here’s what I’m doing,” this talk is
“here’s what it’s made me think about,” or, perhaps,
“What I have done?”

Where the Talk is Headed
- How can the internet and digital culture expand our sense of what counts as a
text worth studying in an English class?
- How can students help each other (and help us) navigate the dynamic cultural
landscape of the internet?
- To what extent should we be embracing the philosophy of the NCTE Statement
on Media Education in English Language Arts?
- How can emphasizing culture expand our understanding of digital literacy?
- Along the way, I’ll show and tell about some interesting texts and issues you
might consider thinking about with your students and colleagues

Digital Literary Studies, 2019–
present
Original Conception:
- Representations of digital technology in literature
- Electronic literature
- Digital Humanities
Late addition:
- Digital culture

The addition of digital culture
started as a whim—but it’s become
central to the class.
And I’ve started to think we can’t
think about the other categories
without understanding
contemporary digital culture
alongside them.

Students like the class—but
some comments ( or
misperceptions?) that have stuck
-

They think about a lot more stuff as “digital
literature” than I’d have imagined
They think “digital literature” is more relevant to
their lives than traditional literature

Three Model Texts
In descending order of obvious “literariness”

Jon Bois, 17776: What Football Will Look
Like in the Future (2017)

@HaikuD2 (2012–present)

r/place
(2022)

If students are curious about and
feel wonder about r/place, where, if
not in English, can students explore
it intellectually? What place does
an object of study like r/place have
in an English classroom, though?

By the logic of the April 2022 NCTE
Statement on Media Education in
English Language arts, it has one.

The NCTE Statement on
Media Education in English
Language Arts
April 2022

Three core themes:

- “Exploring Representation and Power
through Critical Reading, Listening, and
Viewing.”
- “Increasing Relevance by Critically
Examining Digital Media and Popular
Culture.”
- “Empowering Voice with Writing, Speaking,
and Self-Expression.”

“Media education includes attention to
teaching and learning practices that
increase the relevance of school to
society. Inquiry pedagogies can help all
learners understand the strengths and
limitations of different media forms
through an examination of the texts and
literacy practices of everyday life,
including informative, entertaining, and
persuasive genres.”

“All learners need to be able to express
themselves using writing, speaking,
and visual representation using varied
modes, genres, and platforms of
communication.”

The NCTE makes it clear that “multimodal communication”
includes nascent digital media forms some might dismiss as
trivial distractions.
“If it could ever be said that language is the carrier of all
meaning, this is certainly no longer the case, as
multimodality represents “the normal state of human
communication” (Kress, 2010, p. 1). We no longer live in a
print-dominant, text-only world. We experience this reality
daily in the GIFs and selfies we share with one another, the
memes and videos we circulate through our social media
feeds, the news broadcasts we watch on demand, the
podcasts we binge, and the films, TV series, and live events
we stream through the ever-growing list of digital platforms.
Yet all these modalities involve some element of written
language.”

Controversially:
“The time has come to decenter book reading and essay
writing as the pinnacles of English language arts education.”
from a colleague: “this is an epic fail by a major organization
in my field, trying to add yet another responsibility to people
who already have full time jobs teaching reading and writing.
Making English the catchall for media studies and pop
culture devalues and displaces our discipline and those who
practice it.”

The blog assignment in Digital Literary Studies

Students can help each other—and us—
learn how to think about new digital
developments in art, literature, media,
and communication.

Blog Assignment Basics
- password-protected WordPress Blog on which every
student and teacher in the class has author
privileges
- regular cycles of posting, commenting, and in-class
discussion
- a prompt specific to each cycle includes some
suggested directions and a compilations of links to
related reading from the last several weeks
- wide range of freedom in topics, as long as they
clearly address one of the key topics of the course
- students are encouraged to incorporate links,
images, and video into their posts

1. Student Posts

2. Students Comment

3. Students discuss in class

(DALL-E Prompt: “students
having a class discussion”)

Some topics from blog posts, 2022
Accusations of feigned disabilities
on TikTok
Trolling conversations with
internet scammers
"Mickey's Descent Into Madness"
on YouTube
"Van Life" on YouTube
Addictiveness of TikTok
AI Text Generation
"Pro-Ana" Culture on Instagram
Choose-Your-Own-Adventure Date
Stories on YouTube
Speedrunning in video games
The Depp/Heard Trial on TikTok
AI in Schools
Joe Rogan and Spotify

Beauty.AI digital beauty contest
Elon Musk and Twitter
"Rabiosexual" hoaxes and realities
on Tumblr
r/place
Controversies about The Internet
Archive
Kickstarter Hoaxes
Longwalks: a social media app to
encourage kindness

A first-timer's experience with
TikTok
White noise generators online
Kanye West's Instagram
Breakdowns
Effects of social media on children
The "Loss" Meme
Anthony Fontana, Influence, and
Groupthink

Gen Z and Misinformation
The Metaverse
ArXiv and Accessible Research
Online
Art and NFTs
AI-Generated Inspirational
Content on Instagram
The ethics of r/heroin

Weird Bean Memes

The Ukrainian Government's Social
Media Approach

Sneaker culture online

Online furby culture in 2022

The SCP Wiki

Cool Math Games

Virtual events during the
pandemic

Incoming College Freshman Class
Social Media Pages

Gacha Games

Accusations of Plagiarism in
Workouts and Fitness Videos

TikTok Cooking Videos
Miku Binder Thomas Jefferson
The risks of sketchy sneaker
purchases online

Social Media and the War in
Ukraine
The "Beautiful Boy" Meme

Some topics from blog posts, 2022
Nintendo targeting consumers
Digital Clothing in Virtual Spaces
r/aita
"Garfield Minus Garfield"

Batch releases of streaming TV
shows
Boston Dynamics' Robots—and
videos of them

Moxie, the AI Therapy Toy

Emojis and Skin Tone

Resistance to Facial Recognition

Mukbangs

Will Smith Memes after the Oscars

Family Vlogging and selfsurveillance

The ubiquity of "Jazz in Paris" on
YouTube"

Nostalgia and mock-8-bit video
games

Willful manipulation of the TikTok
algorithm

"Unus Annus"

Digital image processing and the
reality of the image

Minors on Roblox
DIY Culture Online

A Declaration for the Future of the
Internet

Infighting in the Online Pokemon
Community

BookTok and diversity in
publishing

Online Essay Mills

Online college admissions advice
sites

Walter Benjamin and Digital
Reproduction

The "That" Girl Trend

YouTube's Removal of the Dislike
Button

TikTok Responses to Roe v. Wade
Leak

Do comments sections have a
purpose?

Mismatched ads on TikTok

Online Celebrity Apologies

AI emotion-sensing

Open AI Playground

Digital philanthropy hoaxes
Spotify Unwrapped

Video essays

Repetitive advertising on
streaming services

Study advice TikTok

Among Us: from game to meme

Snapchat Streaks

Super Bowl Cryptocurrency Ads

Virtual escape rooms in Google
Slides

The analog horror genre online

"Exposed," a representation of
prisoners' experience during the
pandemic
Bootleg translations of anime
online
Makeup and Storytimes

The power of usernames
Sustainable influencers and
"greenwashing"
The "Feminine Urges" TikTok trend

From Digital Literacy to Digital
Empowerment

Carillo/MLA, 2022: “Digital literacy is a
specific form of what was once called
information literacy. According to the
American Library Association’s Digital
Literacy Task Force, “Digital literacy is the
ability to use information and
communication technologies to find,
evaluate, create, and communicate digital
information, an ability that requires both
cognitive and technical skills.”

I don’t believe “digital literacy”
conceived this way helps our
students responsibly confront,
process, understand, and enjoy the
strange, dynamic cultural morass of
the contemporary internet. It
generally imagines that if we can
just cut the cultural misdirection
away, we’ll find the pure
information somewhere in there.

Matt Furie, the creator of Pepe the Frog (who
wanted, naively, to reclaim the symbol of Pepe from
white supremacists)

The tools of literary studies, though,
can help us help students think
through the complications of Pepe
the Frog as a cultural signifier.

Epilogue: AI Will Change Our
Work

“a student with
a laptop has a
conversation
with pepe the
frog while
ignoring william
shakespeare”

“a bad teacher
throws away a
book and
teaches memes
instead”

Thank you!
Eric Rettberg
erettberg@imsa.edu

